This paper discusses the automatic ontology construction process in a digital library. Traditional automatic ontology construction uses hierarchical clustering to group similar terms, and the result hierarchy is usually not satisfactory for human's recognition. Human-provided knowledge network presents strong semantic features, but this generation process is both labor-intensive and inconsistent under large scale scenario. The method proposed in this paper combines the statistical correction and latent topic extraction of textual data in a digital library, which produces a semantic-oriented and OWL-based ontology. The experimental document collection used here is the Chinese Recorder, which served as a link between the various missions that were part of the rise and heyday of the Western effort to Christianize the Far East. The ontology construction process is described and a final ontology in OWL format is shown in our result.
Introduction
Manual ontology construction has been a labor-intensive work for human beings, since humans are capable of creating semantic hierarchy efficiently. But with the growing size of real world concepts and their relationships, it is more difficult for humans to generate and maintain large scale ontologies. Meanwhile, the quality of the knowledge structure in an ontology is hard to maintain because human is not able to keep the criteria of concept creation consistently. Therefore, human-generated knowledge networks are usually difficult to span, such as web directories, large organization category hierarchies, and so forth. Our experiences on constructing web ontology [1] and government ontology [2] also shows that it is difficult to generate fully semantic-aware concept hierarchy purely replying on traditional data clustering algorithms. In this paper, we introduce an effective process to construct domain ontology automatically based on a special collection called the Chinese Recorder [5] , which served as a link between the various missions that were part of the rise and heyday of the Western effort to Christianize the Far East.
A special ontology construction process is designed and a final ontology described in OWL [3] format is shown in our result. This paper aims at two major issues, as listed below:
1. Create an effective process for ontology construction of historical documents Generally speaking , there are two ways to generate ontologies: manual and automatic construction. In recent years, a number of related discussions focus on the process of manual generation of ontologies, one of the most frequently referenced article is "Ontology 101" [4] . In [4] , a complete ontology creation process is introduced, with the standard steps including determination of the domain and scope, consideration of reuse, enumeration of important terms, definition of the classes and the class hierarchy, definition of the slots, and creating instances. For the process of automatic construction of ontologies, many algorithms were proposed and developed, which will be discussed in the next section. One of the major goals in our research aims at aged historical collections, trying to develop an effective and automatic process to construct domain ontology. This process will relieve the burden of domain expert with decreasing the time consumption and increasing the collection scale.
Construct knowledge network for historical collections
The knowledge contained in historical documents is both rich and wide-ranging, which leads the research focus of creating knowledge network or knowledge hierarchy. But most of the researches produce content classification only, which is called taxonomy in that scenario. The taxonomy only represents the tree structure of content classification, which lacks of variety of relationships among concepts. That is, no complex knowledge structure contained in such kind of structure. One of the major goals in our research aims at creation of complex structure to represent rich knowledge in historical collections and description of domain ontology using W3C OWL standard.
Issues of Ontology Construction Process for Chinese Recorder
Before going into the introduction of ontology construction process, the special historical collection in our research is described first. We use the collection called "The Chinese Recorder" for our domain ontology construction experiment. The Chinese Recorder is a valuable source for studying the missionary movement in Currently, most of the Chinese Recorder collection copies are kept in microfilm form. In the early years of its publication (1860s), the printing methods is pretty primitive and we found that the scanning quality of the microfilms is poor (please refer to Fig. 1) . If the optical character recognition (OCR) applied on such digital images, many kinds of noise (mostly from the dirty spots on the pages) will affect the recognition effectiveness. Besides, the page formats of Chinese Recorder varies from volume to volume (single-column, double-column, etc.), which creates certain barrier of whole chapter text extraction. This problem is also an important issues in related researches.
Since the process proposed in this paper concerns only the relationship between document and terms contained in the document, the whole chapter text extraction is unnecessary and the noise effect can be controlled in our experiment. When the text extraction finished, all the textual data in the Chinese Recorder are collected. The next issue will be the ontology creation process based on the extracted text. The automatic hierarchy construction researches have gained much attention in recent years [6, 7] . Several classification and clustering methods have been proposed to solve the hierarchy generation problem [8, 9, 10, 11] . Among these methods, the hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithms [7, 12] attracts a lot of attentions since the clustering result is presented in the form of a tree structure, that is, a hierarchy is created. This kind of algorithms has great potential in automatic hierarchy generation since it keeps both scalability and consistency. While this is a promising technology, it still suffers certain shortage in the current development: the cluster generated by automatic process seldom keeps semantics, since the automatic process based on information retrieval (IR) techniques is usually term-based, not concept-based. This characteristic causes the clustering result seldom semantic-aware, which is often not acceptable by human recognition. The automatic generation process can be improved when information retrieval and computational linguistics techniques advance, but for now, it is not applicable to generate high-quality knowledge networks through traditional clustering methods only. In recent years, the researches about topic extraction from texts are getting more and more attention, especially a promising technology called latent topic discovery. Latent topic discovery is invented to overcome the bottleneck of bag-of-words processing model in information retrieval area, trying to advance the text processing technology from pattern to semantic calculation.
For the researches in latent topic discovery, most of the research focuses aim at topic detection in text data by using term distribution calculation among the documents. Several important algorithms were developed, including Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [13] , Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [14] , and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] . LSA is one of the semantic analysis algorithms which differs from traditional term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) model. The TF-IDF model consider the term frequency only, but the calculation of LSA combines some latent factor of textual data by adding additional vector space features such as singular value decomposition (SVD) of document-term matrix to analyze the document-term relationships.
pLSA model is proposed to overcome the disadvantage found in by LSA model, trying to decrease the degree of computation by using probabilistic approach. pLSA analyzes the document-term relationships using latent topic space, just like LSA, which projects the term t j in set T together with document d i in set D to a set of k latent topics T k . pLSA and LSA try to represent the original document space with a lower dimension space called latent topic space. In Hofmann [14] , P(T k | d) is treated as the lower dimension representation of document space, for any unseen document or query, trying to find the maximum similarity with fixed P(t | T k ). Other than LSA and pLSA, the algorithm of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is more advantageous since LDA performs even better than previous research results in latent topic detection. In fact, LDA is a general form of pLSA, the difference between LDA and pLSA model is that LDA regards the document probabilities as a term mixture model of latent topics.
Girolamin and Kaban [16] shows that pLSA model is just a special case of LDA when Dirichlet distributions are of the same.
Because the latent topic discovery procedure is capable of finding semantic topics, we can further group these topics, regarding it as a semantic clustering process. All we need is to calculate the cosine similarity [17] between topics since the latent topics resolve the problems of synonym and polysemy, that is, the terms grouped under a latent topic reveal the term usage for some specific concept.
From the discussion above, it is necessary to design a latent topic based ontology construction process to ensure the successful ontology generation and overcome the difficulties created by old historical collections. In the next section, a latent topic extraction method is proposed to support automatic domain ontology construction.
The Proposed Method
This paper aims at developing an automatic domain ontology construction process for historical documents.
We will also describe the final ontology with semantic web related standards to show the knowledge structures.
Before developing the construction process, all the Chinese Recorder microfilms are scanned and produce a large amount of digital images. The processing steps of this research are shown below:
Textual data generation
We adopt standard OCR procedure in this step to generate raw textual data. As mentioned earlier, a large amount of digital images were generated, and we use OmniPage® as our OCR software to produce the raw text. We found that there is about 8%-10% errors in the raw text, so we design a statistical correction methodology to correct these errors via bigram correlation model [18] , as described below:
(a) A corpus [19] is chosen to get the term bigram data, a list of 65,000 entries is fetched and form a bigram matrix B. The value of each matrix cell B(term i , term j ) is logp(the value p stands for the probability of term j after term i ). the bigger value of b shows the more possible correction term. For the consecutive term errors, we do not process them since they are below the statistical threshold in our experiment(less than 0.5%).
The second part of text generation is from the contents of Chinese Recorder Index [20] . It contains three indexes: the Persons Index, the Missions and Organizations Index, and the Subject Index. Give call number, title, date, month and the year. Since this is a relatively young publication (published in 1986) with both good publication and preservation conditions, it is easy to fetch three kinds of term list via OCR process.
Latent topic extraction
After the raw text is generated and corrected, we are ready for latent topic extraction. In this step, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used to extract latent topics from raw text generated in previous step since LDA performs smoother topic range calculation then LSA and pLSA [16] . In this research, we treat every page in the Chinese Recorder as a basic data unit called "page document". These page documents will form a document-term matrix known in information retrieval domain, generally a sparse matrix. Then the LDA estimation starts and the latent topics are generated.
Topic clustering
In topic clustering step, we group the latent topics into higher level topics in a hierarchical manner. Because the latent topics contain semantics, so the clustering process is regarded as some kind of semantic clustering.
In this research, the basic cosine similarity with hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) [7, 12] The clustered super topics form a tree structure, but the whole ontology needs not to be a tree structure since the relationships among page documents, index terms, and latent topics are not simply hierarchical but graph-based, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Figure 2: Ontology layer and structure in this research
In Fig. 2 , the nodes contained in page document layer, index layer, and latent topic layer forms a graph
structure. An additional feature shows that not all index terms will be referenced by latent topics because the latent topic choose terms based on obvious frequency of term occurrence.
OWL generation and domain expert revision
In this step, we define the OWL classes and properties for the domain ontology of the Chinese Recorder.
According to the characteristics of data generated in previous steps, we propose the class and property definitions as below: For OWL property, we define:
(a) Occurrence property: this is the relationship between the index term (person, organization, and subject) and the page document with the index term.
The relationships between class/property/instance are shown in Fig. 3 . With the above definitions in OWL, we can further organize the content generated in previous steps into a large graph structure, i.e. domain ontology of the Chinese Recorder. Because the data is OWL-based, it is possible to import into ontology editor such as Protégé [21] for further maintenance by domain experts.
The whole processing steps are shown in Fig. 4 . 
The Experiment
In this paper, we use a condensed dataset as a preliminary experiment to prove the correctness of our design.
The 1890 and 1899 publications of Chinese Recorder are chosen as our experimental data. This data set contains 204 page documents with several bad-condition pages (noises in pages). The statistical correction procedure mentioned in last section is adopted to increase the correctness of textual data. Besides, there are also non-English characters (such as Chinese contents, as shown in Fig. 1 ), but they are omitted in this experiment. For the index term generation, we found that the publication quality of the Chinese Recorder Index Book is pretty well, as shown in Next, the textual data generation step proposed in last section combined with statistical correction is adopted to generate 204 page documents with a total number of 95,005 words. For index term generation, a number of person, organization, and subject terms related to the document set are fetched. Related data statistics is shown in Table 1 . In topic clustering step, we adopt cosine similarity as the decision function of hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) algorithm to group the latent topics into "super topics", forming the final topic hierarchy (as shown in Fig. 7 ). According to the index-page-topic relationships described in previous section (as shown in Fig.   4 ), an OWL draft of the Chinese Recorder domain ontology is generated. This ontology draft is now ready to import into Protégé software for further maintenance (the screenshot is shown in Fig. 8 ). derived classes form richer knowledge structure, which is able to add more semantics for later OWL instances.
Conclusion and Future Work
From the observation of the experimental result in this paper, we conclude that the construction of domain ontology draft is possible for historical collections through the introduction of proper information technologies. The extraction of semantics in documents shows the possibility of automatic ontology processing which minimize the human efforts in traditional ontology creation, while keeps semantics consistency with ontology generation.
Meanwhile, the proposed processing steps introduce latent topic discovery as a basis of knowledge extraction, achieving both keeping important knowledge features of collection and relieving huge amount of human efforts.
The future works of this research contains: 1. expanding the data processing ranges for the whole Chinese
Recorder collection, trying to create a complete Chinese Recorder domain ontology. 2. Describe the domain ontology with OWL-based format and published in our project web site to facilitate the content researches of the Chinese Recorder collection constantly. Besides, we will continue to improve our ontology processing algorithm to generate ontology with better semantic quality. For example, we are planning to adopt concept clustering [22] as the replacement of term vector similarity in topic clustering step through similarity propagation of term relationships.
